COR-A-VENT V-600® 11" W/STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFING & 12" WIDE CAP

FASTENERS TYP.

1 3/4" MIN. OP'G.

LOW PROFILE CAP

EXHAUST AIR

STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF

NOTE: IF CAP WIDTH IS WIDER THAN 12" SEE DRAWING COR-MLT2

7/8" MIN. OP'G.

HOT AIR

V-600® 11"

ENHANCED SNOW SCREEN™

BASE FLASHING

ALTERNATE INSTALLATION
SUBSTITUTED V-600® E 11" FOR ADDED PROTECTION AGAINST SNOW INFILTRATION

V-600® 11"

LOW PROFILE CAP

HOT AIR

HOT AIR

HOT AIR